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ABSTRACT
One of the roles of journalists today is to select the newsworthy stories from the
endless amount of information which flows into their media organisation's newsroom.
So, what is news and how do journalists dec. ide what makes it and what docs not, in the
news each day? Past and present research on this topic has thus far attempted to provide
a fonnula, or consistent approach to the news selection process. To date, these
newsroom studies have often beeu based at an international kvel, with results primarily
originating from interviews with journalists themselves. This suggests that there are
still many aspects

ofth~

news selection process and in particular, with reference to the

broadcast media, that need to be further examined.

This thesis is based on an observational study of the daily newsroom operations
and news selection processes

r.~

two local radio stations in Perth, Western Australia.

The broadcasters selected tor this research project were: the commercially owned 6PR
(882), and the government funded 720 ABC radio. The inlluence of pre-detennined
news sources- such as on-line services, overseas correspondents, network reporters and
local reporters - on the news selection processes at t:1e respective radio stations, was
the central theme explored in this stL1dy.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

'What is news?'
This question has been the topic of much debate among researchers and
joums.lists alike who over the years have attempted to capture a concept which is often

difficult to define. The underlying reason for this is that the subject area in itself is
problematic. Quite clearly, many journalists make news judgments everyday and for
many who have to think about 'what is news' on a daily basis, the definition is obvious:
they know news when they see it (Grundy, 1980a); (Baker, 1980a); (Masterton, J992a).

However, according to McQuail (1994), neither the analysis of media institutions nor
the study of journalists themselves, have been able to offer a satisfactory answer to this
question.

White has suggested that the struggle in defining news is largely due to the
difficulty in separating several interrelated cor.>;epts: "To what use do people put news~
what are the functions of a news medium; and what are the characteristics of news, or
what makes an event or opinion newsworthy?" (1996, p.5). This argument is elsewhere
further emphasised by White:
It is true that a reliable rule about what constitutes news is virtually
impossible to formulate. There are simply too many variables. The
interaction of those variables makes news a very relative concept
(1996, p.IO).

This statement is also m alignment with Gerdes' {1996) v1cw, that the general
definition of what is news can change daily, depending on the immediacy of events and
the type of information which is available for journalists to select from in the first
place. Supporting this argument, Masterton and Patching in 'Now the News in Detail',
contend that: what infonnation makes it in the news can also be affected by time
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constraints - especially in the case of radio news - as well as media organisations'
commitment to serving the interests of their audiences (1997, p.13). From this
perspective, news can be seen as a fluid concept which is continually being adapted by
the media, to suit the changing needs and interests of society.

Some common definitions of news that have arisen from journalism theory stem
from Gans' study of CBS Evening News, NBC Nightly News, Newsweek and Time,
which lead him to suggest that news is:
.... .infonnation which is transmitted from sources to audiences, with
journalists - who are both employees of bureaucratic commercial
organizations and members of a profession- summarizing, refining, and
altering what becomes available to them from sources in order to make
the infonnation suitable for their audiences (1979, p.80).
Furthennore, Gans like Schlesinger (1972) viewed news in relation to the power it
enabled journalists to exercise in the so-called 'interpretation of reality'. Breed (1955),
in 'Social Control in the Newsroom', further emphasised the role of power which he
believed existed within media organisations and the journalism profession.

Underlying this argument of news as power is the sociological perspective of
theorists such as Stuart Hall (1980), who viewed news as a 'product' or

'human

construction'. The common theme among these social scientists was that news: is "what
newspapers make it" (Gieber, 1964, p.173); "the result of the methods newsworkers
employ" (Fishman, 1980, p.l4); "manufactured by journalists" (Cohen & Young, 1973,
p.97). Previously, Walter Lippmann had attempted to define the term by comparing the
concept of news and 'truth', in relation to the journalism field:
News and truth are not the same thing ...... the function of news is to
signalize an event, the function of truth is to bring to light the hidden
facts, to set them into relation with each other, and make a picture of
reality on which men can act (1922, p.226).
Although these statements about what constitutes news date back a number of years,
they nonetheless indicate that a clear divergence of opinion on the subject does exist -
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and still continues to exist in current literature today. This only seems to prove that the
quest for a definition of news is ongoing.

News Selection
In an infonnation society in which the term infonnation overload has become a
common subject of discussion, journa~i;;ts also face the task of sifting through a large
pool of material in order to decide what is newsworthy and what is not. Previous
research on news selection (Galtung & Ruge, 1965); (Tuchman, 1978); (Schlesinger,
1978); (Gans, 1979), has partially provided a framework for how journalists select
news. However, these studies have generally been concerned with exploring this
question in tenns of why certain stories make it in the news, while others are discarded.

Gans argued that journalists are always confronted with more infonnation than
they can possibly use and thus have to make "suitability judgements" in news selection
(1979, pp.81-82). Further, Grundy (1980a), Mastcrton (1992) and Mastcrton and
Patching ( 1997) suggest, that although journalists struggle to define the tenn news, they
often claim to have an instinct or news sense that helps them distinguish betv.·pe;, what
is news and what is not. The process of news selection can thus be said to involve the
fundamental decision-making skills of journalists - which more than often includes
determining whether a story is newsworthy - while at the same time, taking into
consideration the interests of the audience. From this perspective, newsworthiness can
be seen as a primary indicator of whether or not stories find their way into the mass
media.

Background to the Study
Previously, it was emphasised that journalists are only able to select news from
the information which is available or on offer in the first place (Gans, 1979). It is this
idea that essentially shapes the research question of this thesis: that pre-determined
news sources such as on-line services, overseas correspondents, network reporters and
local reporters, have a significant influence on the news selected at two local radio
stations: 6PR (882) and 720 ABC. The observational research within the newsrooms of
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the respective broadcasters aims to provide an understanding of the news selection
processes and the news sources employed by 6PR and 720 ABC.

The r:!ason that these two radio stations \...ere elected for this study was
primarily due to the fact that 6PR is a commercially owned media institution, with a
greater emphasis on local news and current affairs, while 720 ABC is a government
funded, public broadcaster, with a focus on international and national news content.
Essentially, it is tht.--sc characteristics which .shaped the assumption that a clear
difference would exist between the two in relation to the scale of newsroom operations
and news bulletin content.

On the subject of news selection, Hurst has argued that news consumers arc best
served by media organisations when it is taken into account ·what is of interest' to, and
'what is of importance' to their audiences ( 1991, p.24 ). In fact, it could be said that in
some instances, audience interests can have the potential to inllucnce the content of
news bulletins at 6PR and 720 ABC. Thus, an important part of this newsroom study
was to determine the perceived target audience of each broadcaster.

The researcher also examined the role and application of pre-determined news
sources in the daily newsroom operations of 6PR and 720 ABC. This entailed
conducting casual interviews with newsroom personnel, whilst closely examining the
availability of on-line services, overseas correspondents, network reporters and local
reporters, accessed for news information. In this study the term 'casual interviews'
refers the informal conversations that were initiated tmd guided by the researcher
(Maykut and Morehouse, 1994, p.81 ).

Another element to this study involved the recording of the morning, midday
and evening news bulletins over two consecutive weeks. Tht! purpose of this was to
provide the researcher with the necessary data for the later analysis of the major news
stories broadcasted by 6PR and 720 ABC.
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Significance or the Study
In recent years, there has been an increasmg interest in nc,..·sroom studies.
However. these have often been conlined to print newsrooms on an international level.
As a result, little is Known about the news selection processes and daily newsroom
operations l'f rad10 stations m Australm. This can he considered somewhat unusual
since radio

IS

still v1cwed as the most umversal form of mass communication, capable

of transmitting mlf.Jrmatlon faster than any newspaper or television station (Masterton
& Patching, 1997, p.8). Mastcrton and Patching further emphasise this point by stating

that "radio

IS

about what happened m the last fcw minutcs and how that might affcct

what will happen in the ncxt ti.:w" ( 1997, p.9).

As mcntwncd prevwusly, research mto the question of \\'hat is news is ongoing.
In 2002, a maJor conference on this very topic was held at Syracuse University, under
the guidance of Professor Pamcla ShoemaKer. The conference examined the question of
what is nl.!ws two \vays F1rstly, it assemhlcd qualitative data from researchers in ten
different countnes. Th1s Involved gathcnng mli.lrmation on the ne\vs content of the
leading local nc\•,rspapcr, television station, and radio station. In order to gather this
information, two maJor cit1cs from each country wen: sehxted. The purpose of this
research was to discowr whether any difTerenccs in news selection existed in the pri11t
and broadcast media. This type of analysis was accomplished by classifying llC\VS items
into several different catl.!gorics:
1) Stattsllcol dn'twJn··

how unusual or uncommon the event was.

2) Normatrv:• rl!!vwncc!: the ex~cnt to which the reported event involved the
breaking of rules or laws.
3) Socwl devwr/(~·: thc extent to which a potential threat in the environment
resulted in a change in the status quo.
4) l'olttrc:al stgmjicum;c· the r.:xtcnt to which the content had the potential
to impact, or actually impacted the political system.
5) Hcommuc stgn!ficmrcc!: the extent to which the content had the rotential
to impact, or actually impacted on the economic arena.
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6) ( 'liffllral.\'lgmjinmn.:: the extent to which the content had the potential to
impact, or actually unpactcd the cultural domain.
7) l'IJbiJc sJgn~ficcmcc:

The extent to which the content had the potential to
impact or actually impacted the public's interest.
(Cohen, 2002)

This type of news cont1!nt analysis essentially sought to answer the following
four questions:
(I) Which medium presented the most deviant news?
(2) Whtch medtum presented thc most socially significant news?

(3) What was the relationship betwecn deviance and prominence?
(4) What was thc rclationshtp between social significance and

prominence?
(Cohen, 2002)
In additiOn to this, fOcus groups \vcrc held in each country where participants, which
included audtence members, print and broadcast journalists and public relations
practitioners. were asked questions such as: 'What kinds of infonnation do people
need?'; 'What were the most significant events in your life?' and; 'How do people
dclinc and explain newsworthiness?' (Cohen, 2002). These focus 1:,rroups \Vere
important in initiating discussion on the type ol news content in each cities' leading
local newspaper, television station and radio station. Particular attention was paid to
stories or news itl:ms that represented choracteristics of deviance or social significance.

Secondly, research conducted by Shoemaker examined the possible biological
detenninants in people's recognition of news by applying the seven characteristics or
stgnificance factors listed prevtously, in the analysis of news items. This thesis employs
a modtfied vcrston of Shoemaker's classifications for news content analysis which was
importarlt in the examination of the major nc\VS stories broadcast by 6PR and 720 ABC.
A detatlcd explanation of this table is given in Chapter 3.
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Purpos!! of the Study
This study aims to explore the subject of news selection with regard to the
influence and availability of pre-detemlined news sources, accessed by 6PR and 720
ABC on a daily basis. As mentioned previously, newsroom studies conducted on an
international level have generally focused on examining the print (newspapers) and
broadcast (mainly television) media in an attempt to determine how journalists select
news. This suggests that tbere are still many aspects of news selection in Australia, and
particularly within local radio newsrooms, that still need to be explored.

Chapter I: Introduction
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CHAPTER2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction
Over the years, there has been a considerable amount of research done into the
subject of news select1on which has produced some significant results. It is also fair to

suggest that these qualitative studies have been a

stepping~stone

for future research in

the journalism field. This chapter includes a discussion and "'"amination of previous
and current literature that exists on the subject of news and news selection.

News Selection and News Making
Previous theories of news by researchers such as Tuchman ( 1978) and Hall,
( 1980), have

dc~cribed

the news selection process as a manufactured creation, which is

assembled by the journalists (or ncwsmakers) employed by various media
organisations. The underling theory of this approach centres on the assumption that the
attitudes and beliefs about journalism arc constructed, negotiated and maintained by
journalists a'l they attempt to make sense of their role in society (Winch, 1997, p.17).
This argument is in alignment with the 'mirror theory' of news, whereby the
journalist's role is simply seen as one of holding a mirror to the events which occur in
the daily news environment. According to this view, the meaning of these events is then
merely reflected through the mass media, to news consumer'> and the wider society.

Tuchman's study, 'Making News: A Study in the Construction of Reality',
supports this argument in its assumption that newsworthiness is constructed by
journalists according to a privileged frame through which they view the world. The
significance of Tuchman's research rested ir. its aim to determine how newsworkcrs
(journalists) decided what is news, why they covered some items and not others, and
how they decided what others wanted to know. Tuchman further argued that news is:
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......... a window in the world. Through its frame, Americans learn of
themselves and others, of their O\vn institutions, leaders, and lifestyles,
and those of other nations at•d their peoples ...... the news aims to tell us
what we want to know, need to know, and should know ( 1978, p.l ).
However, Tuchman also came to the conclusion that like any frame that delineated the
world, the news frame in itself could be seen as problematic.

A more recent approach to the concept of news as a construction is outlined by
Campbell in her article, ·Journalistic construction of news: infonnation gathering'. In
this paper :;he argues that news selection is a process which involves the identification
of ncws\'-"Jrthy issues or events hy journalists, who then gather the raw infonnation
from which these news stories are then constructed (1997, p.62). Other theories of
ne\\S, however, have taken a much broader approach than Campbell by arguing that
influences such as literary conventions, popular fonnula, and professional soc:i.o.Jisation,
shape the way in which news is gathered, assembled and manufactured by journalists
and their media organisations (Winch, 1997, p.\6).

The Gatekeeper Analogy
Social psychologist Kurt Lewin originally established the gatekeeper analogy
which centred on the belief that the flow of news through various communication
channels was governed by gatekeepers - or those who made decisions about whether
news stories were selected or rejected. A number of studies by social scientists such as

White (1950), Gieber (1964), Shoemaker (1999) and Reese et a1 (2001), have since
extended Lewin's gateket:per analoJ:,ry to other theories of news selection.

Contemporary discussion of the gatekeeper analo!,ry relates to David Manning
White's ( 1950) study of Mr. Gates, which examined the news decisions of one wire
editor who worked at a small newspaper. His research produced interesting results on
the reasons why some stories were considered newsworthy over others. From his
findings, White concluded that news selection was in fact a highly s11bjectivc process
based on the gatekeeper's own set of experiences, attitudes and beliefs.
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Indeed, by selecting a single wire editor, it is reasonable to suggest that White
over emphasised the power held by the gatekeeper. The shortcomings of his study are
also discus:-.cd by Reese and Ballinger, who argue that by concentrating on one wire
editor White portrayed Mr. Gates as having access to "the entire range of the world's
daily happenings" (2001, p.647). However, this assumption was not a true reflection of
the gatekeeper's job, which mainly consisted of selecting news stories from the wire
services already available to him. Thus news selection for this particular newspaper
actually took place within a narrow rather than a broad range of choices.

In fact, Walter Gieber's (1964) study of sixteen w1re editors showed that
decisions on news selection were similar across several newspapers. The results of his
research contradicted White's study of Mr. Gates and provided evidence that
organisational routines and values rather than personal evaluations, were the
detennining factors for which stories were selected. The significance of Gieber's study
was mainly in its revelation that all news items were selected in much the same way by
all of the editors. However, it should be emphasised that these findings by Gieber do
not in any way undermine the importance or value of White's gatekeeper study.

Baker (1980a) on the other hand, attempted a slightly different approach to
these previous gatekeeper studies by firstly, seeking verbal explanations from
journalists as to how they defined their sense of news values (including how they
acquired them), and secondly, by asking journalists to rank stories in terms of their
media organisations' news priorities (p.l37). Baker discovered that the reasons given
by the journalists offered no substantive basis for detennining a consistent approach to
the news selection process. However, his study did provide some evidence to support
White's revelation that gatekeepers had a sense of authority within media institutions
and thus made the crucial decisions in news selection.
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The News Selection Process
For Gans (1979), news selection primarily occurred through two processes: one
which determined the availability of news and related journalists' to sources, and the
other determined the suitability of news, which tied journalists' to audiences. His study
involved the examination of two news PTOb'Tams: CBS Evening News and NBC Nightly
News, and two news magazines: Newsweek and Time. In essence, Gans' research
attempted to discover how journalists working for these media organizations: selected
the news,

wha~

they left out, hJW they reported the stories they selected, why they

chose as they did and what kind ufpeople they were (1979, p.xii). He also argued that
11ews organisations needed to be

~fficient

entities in delivering the latest news and

information to audiences at specific times ( 1979, p.283).

Schudson (1989) approached the subject of news selection quite differently
from Gans in his exploration of three perspectives, which he believed were part of the
news selection process. The f:rst perspective included the political economy and
referred to the outcome of the news selection with regard to the economic structure of
the media organisation itself. The second approach centred on the decision making
power of journalists, which according to Schudson, was a reflection of some of the
common views held about journalism in mainstream sociology. This perspective
outlined how joumalistic efforts could often be constrained by organisational as well as
occupational routines. The third approach was referred to as anthropological and
examined the constraints of cultural symbol systems in news selection. These three
perspectives are discussed in greater detail in Schudson's article, 'The Sociology of
News Production', however, for the purpose of this study, these have been outlined
only briefly to provide another view as to how journalists select news.

News Values and News Selection
In the 1920s it was Walter Lippmann who referred to the term 'news values' for
the first time in his article, 'Public Opinion'. According to Lipmann, these news values
determined what journalists selected as news and referred to the clarity of an
occurrence (or event), surprise, geographical proximity, personal impact and conflict.
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The earliest attempt to provide a more systematic definition of news values was
made by Galtung and Ruge ( 1965), who distinguished eleven features or of events
which made them more likely to be reported in the mass media. Palmer identifies these
features

as:

frequency,

threshold,

clarity,

cultural

proximity,

consonance,

unexpectedness, continuity, composition, actions of the elite, personification and
negativity (2000, p.27). According to these descriptors of events, the chances of an
event being considered newsworthy is increased when one or more of these factors are
present (Palmer, 2000, p.27). Additionally the following assumptions were made by
Kunczik in his analysis of the Galtung and Ruge study:
The more events satisfy the criteria mentioned, the more likely they will
be registered as news (selection).- Once a news ilem has been selected
what makes it newsworthy according to the factors will be accentuated
(distorted). - Both the proc~ss of selection and the process of distortion
will take place at all steps in the chain from event to reader (replication)
(1988,p.151).
Thus, according to this statement, the higher the total sc.ore of an event when marked
against the eleven criteria or

characteristic~.,

the higher the probability that it will

become news. Although these findings presented by Galtung and Ruge were purely
based on the selection of foreign news, their research remains Sib'llificant in its
identification of the eleven characteri:-;tics which had the potential to affect the selection
of stories.

Tunstall once stated: "Journalists all operate within what they regard as a set of
news values" (1971, p.2ri3). For him, news values provided only a general guideline for
news selection as jomnalists always exercised some discretion when deciding what
made it in the news and what did not. Tunstall's article, 'Journalists At Work', raised
some important questions on the significance of news values:
Are news values merely a projection of the ideologies and values of
journalists themselves? Are news values completely arbitrary and
unpattemed (as some journalists would contend)? Or are news stories
socially patterned (as sociologists would claim)? Or are news values
simply a mass media version of social values held by audience
members? ( 1971, p.26 i ).
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Although this

th~sis

does not attempt to provide any conclusive answers to these

questions rais>;:d by Tunstall, it is im!)Orf<'.nt to point out that this type of questioning
opens up the possibility for further research on whether it is pnssible to fonnulate a
consistent set of criteria for news selection.

More recently, Murray Masterton 's ( 1992a) stud) of news values resulted in
the discovery that factors such as proximity, conflict, human interest, novelty and
prominence had a worldwide application. His international research involving 300
senior joprnalists and teachers of journalism in 67 countries, produced mme significant
results. The findings from Masterton's study were gathered from a questionm:ire in
which participants were asked about the characteristics which they considered, made
information into news. From these responses, Masterton concluded that three elements;
interest, timeliness and clarity, were viewel~ as the essential factors that must be pres:nt
before any piece of infonnation can become news. He further stated that a newsworthy
story must:
..... hold Interest for a substantial number of people. It must be on
information [sic] that is new, or newly available, in that it has not been
made widely known before /Timeliness_/. And it must be infonnation
which is clearly understandable to recipients {Clarity] [Italics added]
(1992, p.22).
According to Masterton, without the presence of any one of these three characteristics
an event could not be deemed newsworthy. However, this generally depended on the
existence of the six international news criteria or news values (see figure 1.1).

Like Masterton, Conley (1997) believes that it is these news values that
determine whether or not stories appear in the mass media. However, he also points out
that news values are fluid and can be altered at anytime by changing social, economic
and cultural trends (1997, p. 72). This point of view is also in alignment with Tunstall's
argument that journalists exercise some discretion when deciding what is news.
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Figure 1.1

News Values

News Value
Consequence

Definition
The measure of the number
of people who will be affected
by the information.

Proximity

Infonnation from one's own
town is of greater news value
than the same information
from a distant land.

Conflict

As well as war and physical
violence, legal, psychological
or intellectual differences
between people or groups of
people.

Human Interest

The interest that people have
in other people. Also includes
children, people's pets and
other animals.

Novelty

What is strange, odd, different,
rare or unusual.

Prominence

Information which is of interest
because of who said it, or was
involved in it, rather than for
the action itself.
(Masterton, 1992, p.22)

News Selection, News Ag~ncies and the Internet
Chris Patterson's (2001) article 'Media Imperialism Revisited' looks at the
influence of news agencies on the selection of international news, by media
organisatiotJ.s. His paper pays specific attention to the dominance of these news
agencies in the 'world of cyber journalism' (Patterson, 2001, p.78). Patterson also
addresses the issue of a Global Infonnation Infrastructure (Gil) or the extreme
concentration of power which is held by dominant news agencies. He further argues
that these news agencies are more than often profoundly undemocratic and
contradictory of the common assumptions held about internet journalism. Patterson
emphasizes this point by stating:
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.... fewer major news producers are informing more people ... and doing
so from fewer sources. Global multi-media information conglomerates
Associated Press and Reuters dominate Internet news in mostly
inconspicuous ways (2001, p.79).
He further argues that:
... through monopolistic control of intc.rnational news production,
effective marketing, efficient use of economies of scale in news
production, and usl!ful alliances in both news gathering and online
distribution, news agencies play a dominant and generally
unacknowledged role in detennining the vast majority of international
news in cyberspace (2001, p.78).

Some rer,carchers have sug!jested that new forms of highly interactive
journalism are emerging but the assertions made by Patterson suggest otherwise.
Instead, he believes, "that the dominant Internet news sites do little more than
redistribute the work of other - mostly news agency -journalists,

~.rith

a minimum of

editing or re-interpretation" (Patterson, 2001, p.82). Although this may be the case in
some circumstances, the findings in this research contradict Patterson's statement.
Indeed dominant news agencies such as Associated Press (AP) and Reuters are the big
players in the selection of nc\•:s by media organizations, however, broadcasters such as
6PR and 720 ABC have a local audience to serve. And this, according to the newsroom
personnel interviewed, consequently results in the re-writing of all news stories taken
from news agencies or on-line services.

Patterson points out that only a small amount of research has been done on the
news production environment of on-line journalists and that these studies have
primarily depended on survey methods rather than newsroom observation. Thus, he
makes a fair assumption in suggesting that "the concentration of influence over
international news in the nominally democratic environment of cyberspace merits
further investigation'' (200 1, p.91 ).
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Conceptual Framework
The past and current literature on news selection which has been discussed in
this chapter provides a conceptual framework for this thesis. Shoemaker's research is
thus outlined in the following, as it incorporates theoretical and operational definitions
in news content analysis for the print and broadcast media.

Based on Lasswell's (1960) theory on the surveillance function of news, Shoemaker
argues that people routinely survey their environment for events that are unusual (or
deviant) ( 1996, p.32). The central argument in her research is that humans desire to
receive and transmit information about the environment is both biologically and
culturally derived; and that both bioiOb'Y and culture can have a profound impact on the
form that news content takes. Further, Shoemaker provides a comparison between
professional information gatherers - or joumalists - and news consumers or society in
general:
... .journalists' surveillance is institutionalized and sanctioned, whereas
we [human beings] survey the environment for our more infonnal and
personal purposes. Journalists fulfill people's innate desire to detect
threats in the environment, keep informed about the world, and devise
methods of dealing with these threats, whether real or potential (1996,
pp.32-33).
According to this statement, the media is viewed as a provider of the type of news that
society is more or less universally interested in (Shoemaker, 1996, p.33). However,
Shoemaker also concludes that news is a manufactured product which is subject to a
wide

variety

of influences, including the production

values,

organisational

characteristics, culture and ideology of media institutions ( 1996, p.33). She quite rightly
~tates

that in today's information society, it has become even harder to imagine a time

or place where the gathering and dissemination of news has not played such an
important role and that "the growth of the mass media is a natural outcome of the
human obsession with news" (1996, p.33). Thus, deviance or potential threats in the
environment, whether real or perceived, could in fact be considered as a significant
factors for determining how news is defined or selected by journalists and their media
organisations.
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CHAPTER3
METHODOLOGY

Introduction

Often, "research studies that are qualitative are desib'Tled to discover what can be
learned 1bout some phenomenon of interest" (Maykut & Morehouse, 1994, p.43). This
research project attempted to determine the influence of

pre~detennined

sources on

news selection for the morning, midday and evening bulletins at 6PR and 720 ABC.
The qualitative nature of this study produced data mainly originating from participant
observation within the newsrooms of the two broadcasters. This took place over a two
week period with five consecutive days being spent at uch of the radio stations. This
chapter discusses the methods and techniques employed in this study to gather the

relevant data.

Research Design
The research desi&m is the plan which outlines the goals and objectives of the
study and how these will be accomplished by the researcher. Hammersley and Atkinson
suggest that in a qualitative study, the research design should be implemented at each
stage of the research project (1983, p.28). This concept is further emphasised by
Maxwell:
The activities of collecting and analyzing data, developing and
modifying theory, elaborating or refocusing the research questions, and
identifying and eliminating validity threats are usually all ongoing more
or less simultaneously, each influencing all of the others ( 1996, pp.2~3).
There are many valid reasons for conducting qualitative resean.:h. Maxwell
identifies two of these benefits as: ( 1) being able to focus on specific situations or
people, and {2) the emphasis on words rather than numbers ( 1996, p.17). However,
these factors depend on the nature of the research, as according to Strauss and Corbin,
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some areas of study naturally lend themselves more to tile qualitative approach ( 1990,
p.\9). Cooper also llsts a number of advantages (which have been modified for this
study) when the observational method is applied:
( 1) The researcher can collect the original data at the time it occurs
they do not need to depend on reports by others.
(2) Observation can capture an event as it occurs in its natural
environment.
{3) Subjects seem to accept an observational intrusion better as it less
demanding on them.
(4) Observation may be the only viable method available to gather
certain types of infonnation or data.
(Cooper, 1998, pp.365-366)

Resc~rchcr's

Role

Participant observation allows the researcher to enter a social setting with
minimal interruptions to the work environment and those working within it. May states
that:
Participant observation is said to make no firm assumptions about what
is important. Instead, the method encourages researchers to immerse
themselves in the day-to-day activities of tile people whom they are
attt~mpting to understand ( \993, p.\48).
In this study, participant observation required the researcher to become a part of the
newsroom environment operating within 6PR and 720 ABC This allowed for lirsthand examination of the news sources accessed by the stations' and provided an
insightful view into the news selection processes of 6PR and 720 ABC. For the purpose
of this study, the researcher was made known as an obsctver to all newsroom
personnel. This enabled the collection of necessary data from staiT working within the
newsroom setting. Participant obsctvation within tile 6PR and 720 ABC newsrooms
thus involved:
- listening to and watching newsroom personnel.
- establishing a rapport with stan· members.
Chapter 3· Methodology
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• conducting casual intcrvil.!ws with nl.!wsroom personneL
- observing the news gathenng and editing processes.
- attending press cunfercnccs with local reporters.
- leaming to usc each rad10 stations· computer network.
- notetaktng and daily _ioumal entries.

lnten·iew Prol'ess
The casual inter·

~

\vith 6PR and 720 ABC newsroom personnel took place

in a number of setting, Some stalT

memb~r~

were mterviewed at their desks, whtle

others were interviewt.:d on the way to local press conferences or stories. One stafr
member, the News Director of720 ABC was absent when the research was undertaken
in June 2002. however, was replaced by the Executive Producer during this period.
Most stan· members were multi·skilled, particularly at 6PR, and this often required
ne\vsroom personnel to undertake more than one task. Some of these tasks included
news gathering, writing stones ror news bulletins, editing and reading the nc\VS.
Newsroom personnel who were interviewed for this study included: the News Director
at 6PR and the Executive Producer at 720 ABC, and the editors, sub-editors,
newsreaders and local reporters of each radio station.

( "asuul/nlervJe\rs

Maykut and Morehouse define casual interviews as informal conversations that
arc initiated and guided by the researcher ( \994, p.RJ ). Furthermore, they suggest the
researcher 'tactfully asks' and 'actively listens' to interviewees in an attempt to
understand what is important to \cam about the setting and the experiences of people
working within it ( Maykut & Morehouse, 1994, p.81 ).

In this study. the casual interviews with newsroom personnel were conducted in
an unstructured manner which enabled the researcher to gather the required data for this
research. This type of approach also provided an insight into the newsroom operations
of6PR and 720 ABC.
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Research Questions

Stmuss and Corbin argue that it is impossible to cover all aspects of the research
problem. Thus, the research questions enable the researcher to set boundaries on what

wi\1 he studied ( 1990. p.37). In this instance, the observational research conducted at
6PR and 720 ABC attempted to answer a number of questions relating to the
availability of pre-determined news sources and the process of news selection. A
combination of the qualitative methods of participant observation and casual interviews
was thus employed in this study.

Although a list of rcsearc~ questior,;; was fonnulated prior to the researcher's
entry into the 6PR and 720 ABC newsrooms, this did not in any way influence the
casual and unstructured nature of interviews that tnnk place with stafT members. Note
that the table below (ligure 1.2) lists the questions asked by the researcher in this study,
however, other questions may have also arisen during the interviews process which
have not been included.

Figure 1.2

l

Research Questions

r-_I-V--h-i:-:-,-,--:l-io-~:-e~;-·;e-:,-,-"--~--,::,d::::--·--1-.o-fi_m_d__o_o_t~~~~m-io_h_o_ow-,-,-g-eo-,-~,-,'
by the station for gathering
news''

were used by 6PR and 720 ABC
for the selection of news stories
in the rooming. midday and
evening bulletins.

What is the scale of newsroom
operations in tenns of the number
ofcorr~!spondents, network and local
reporters"

To enable the researcher to gather
information on the stn~eture and
scale of newsroom operations.

How much docs the station rely on
these pre-determined sources for
news?

To di;;cover the extent ofinnucnce
that news sources have on news
selection.

Which news ~ouro..:e did each
story ooiginate from 1

To detennine the news sources
which were accessed on a regular
basis by the broadcasters.

To what extent is the news rewritten to suit the style of the radio
station bulletins"

To find whether news stories
originating from on-line services
were re- writt:.!n by journalists.

j

1

\
1

What is the station's perceived
To gain sorre insight into 6PR
tar •et auedi~'~"'~'~'--------~'~"~d~7~2~0~A~f";c~·~,~li~"~"~"~sh~iL_ ___J
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Sources of Data
The researcher consulted a number of sources for the collection of data. These
consisted of:
Field noles

"Aside fTom getting along in the setting, the fundamental work of the observer
is the taking cf field notes" (Patton, 2002, p.302). In essence, ''the qualitative
researcher's field notes contain what has been seen and heard by the researcher"
(Maykut and Morehouse, 1994, p.73). Field notes were important in this observational
study as the events that occurred during the research were able to be recorded for later
analysis. These field notes included:
description of events and occurrences.
personal reflections on events as they occurred within the newsroom
setting.
interesting terms or ideas.
drawings/diagmms of the newsroom setting.
interviews with newsroom personnel.
roles, rules and relationships that existed between people within the
newsroom.
general notes about the newsroom environment and the people working
within it.
Researcher '.,·journal

Maxwell believes that the researcher's journal is one of the most important tools
for the development of ideas as well as understanding the chosen topic, setting or study
(1996, p.l2). The researcher's journal in this instance was used for the recording of
personal insights, understandings, ideas, thoughts, concerns and any important
decisions that were made during the research.
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Recording Of News Bulletins
The recording of the morning, midday and evening news bulletins took place
from Monday, 10 June 2002 to Friday, 14 June 2002 (sec figure 1.3). This format was
also followed in the second research week beginning on Monday, 17 June 2002 and
ending Friday, 21 June 2002 (see figure 1.4). These news bulletins were recorded at the
researcher's private residence during specified times (see figme 1.5).
Figure 1.3

Week 1: Recorded News Bulletins 6PR (882)

o,y

Date

Mo"

10 Jun
II Jun
12 Jun
13 Jun

Tuo
Wed
Thu
Fri

Figure 1.4

Week 2: Recorded News Bu11etins 720 ABC
lliy

Date

Mo"

17 Jun
18 Jun
19 Jun
20 Jun
21 Jun

Tuo
Wod
Thu
Fri

Figure 1.5

14 Jun

Week I & 2:

Morning (am)
Midday (pm)
Eveninp; (Pm)

R1~cording

Times for News Bulletins

6PR (882)

720 ABC

8:00
12:00
5:00

7:45
12:00
6;00
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Analysis Of Data
Patton (2002) believes that the data for qualitative analysis typically comes from
the researcher's observations, which are then transformed into findings. He further
states:
The purpose of observational analysis is to take the reader into the
setting that was observed. This means that observational data must have
depth and detail. The data must be descriptive- sufficiently descriptive
so that the reader can understand what occurred and how it
occurred ..... The descriptions must be factual, accurate, and thorough
without being cluttered by irrelevant minutiae and trivia (Patton, 2002,

p.23).
In accordance with this view, Maxwell suggests that the initial step in any qualitative
analysis is reading and analysing the mateiial gathered during observation (1996, p.78).

A modified version of Shoemaker's classification table for news content
analysis (see figure 1.6) provided a framework for communicating the findings of this
study. The application of this type of classification enabled the researcher to analyse
and draw comparisons on the major news stories broadcast by 6PR and 720 during the
research period.
Figure 1.6

Modified (Shoemaker's) Classifications for News
Content Analysis
Operational definition

Variable

Theoretical definition

Medium name

The name of the medium the
news item appeared in.
Day the news item app::ared.

(1) 6PR(882)
(2) 720 ABC Rad;o
Day i Month I Year

Weekday

Weekday the news item
appeared.

(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Topic#]
Topic#2
Topic #3

Topic Is discussed in the news
item (select up to three topics).

Date

(7)
(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)
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Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

su,day
Local politics.
Nationa1 politics.
International politics.
Police and crime.
Military and defense.
Economy/finance.
Labor relations and
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trade unions.
(8) Business, commerce,
and industry.
(9) Transportation.
(I 0) Health, welfare,
and social services.
(II) Population.
(12) Education.
(1 .1) Communication.
(14) Housing.
(IS) Environment.
(16) Energy.
( 17)Science/technol0h'Y·
(18) Social relations.
(19) Disasters/accidents/
epidemics.
(20) Sports.
(21) Cultural events.
(22) Fashion/beauty.
(23) Ceremonies.
(24) Human interest
stories.
(25) Weather.
(26) Entertainment.
Other.

i21l

Nature

Nature of the news item.

Item length

The radio news item's amount of
coverage.
The radio news item's placement
in the bulletins.

Item placement (radio)

Scope

The geographic treatment of the
news item.

g~ Hard news

2 Soft news
Seconds devoted to a news item.
The news item starts in the..
(I) first third of the news
bulletin.
(2) middle third ofthe
news bulletin.
(3) last third ofthe news
bulletin.
The news item is treated ..
( 1) on a local level.
{2) on a regional levi!!.
(3) on a national/eve/.
(4) on au international

level.
(Shoemaker, 1996)
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Issues of Validity
Maxwell defines validity in tenns of the correctness (or credibility) of the
description. conclusion and interpretation of results. He further points out that the
validity of any research findings arc not necessarily guaranteed by following a
prescribed procedure ( 1996, pp.86-87). Essentially, the validity of data depends on the
conclusions drawn by the rcsL.'Urcher. "The credibility of qualitative methods, therefore,
hinges to a great extent on the skill, competence, and rigor of the person doing the
fieldwork" (Patton, 2002, p.l4).

According !o Maxwell, to arrive ai. a valid conclusion, the researcher must
provide a detailed description of any observations made during the research, interpret
these descriptions accurately, and consider alternative explanations or prior research on
the chosen area of study ( \996, p.90). Thus the collection of data for this research
project involved the consultation of a number of different sources in order to provide a
valid and accurate account of the observations made within the 6PR and 720 ABC
newsrooms.
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CHAPTER4
6PR (882)

Introduction
6PR commenced broadcasting in 1931 and has since expanded its operations as
a commercial broadcaster, most significantly in its incorporation of a comprehensive
news and current affairs fonnat that covers local issues. The station is owned by one of
Australia's leading media companies, Southern Cross Broadcasting (SCB), which has
interests ranging from metropolitan and regional television to metropolitan radio.

Being a commercially-owned media organisation, 6PR faces the pressure of
remaining competitive amongst other local news broadcasters as it relies on the
advertising and sponsorship dollar to keep the station operating. 6PR shares its
premises with 61X (1080) and 96FM, and supplies news services to both these
broadcasters, as well as AM and FM radio stations throughout regional Western
Australia.

6PR's news bulletins are generally focused on providing their Perth audience
with local news content, however, it is also important to note that the findings in this
study show that the station devotes a sit,'Ilificant amount of coverage to major national
and international stories "making news".

Mission Sta tcment
At the time of this research, 6PR did not have an operational mission statement
eithe.r for their newsroom or the radio station as a whole. The news director pointed out
that a mission

~tatement

was not needed as it would do no more than state the obvious:

"that 6PR'sjob is to provide accurate, up-to-the-minute, and iufonnative news bulletins
for their listeners". However, the station's website does state:
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6PR is a passionately community based radio station which provides
listeners with regular access to the state's and nation's leaders. lt is the
only station in Perth that provides a voice for community opinions and
champions deserving causes (http://www.6pr.com.au/about/).
Further, the station's slogan: "if it's happening in Pe;rth, we'll be talking about it", is a
reflection of the broadcaster's aim to "tackle issues of the day and bring the audience
news as it happens" (http://www.acnielsen.com.au).

News Bulletins

Taking into consideration the commercial aspect of 6PR news, newsroom
personnel emphasised the need for bulletins to be "well-rounded" and '"balanced" in
tenns of selecting hard and soft news stories. According to staff, this included the need
to be informative as well as entertaining. From this observational study, it appears that
6PR's news bulletins follow a local, national and international format, however,
newsroom personnel suggested that these criteria could change depending on the
importance or significance of the news story in question. Thus this provides some
evidence to support Gerdes' (1996) argument, that the definition of what is news can
change daily, depending on the immediacy of events and the type of infonnation which
is available for journalists to select from in 1~1e first place.

Perceived Target Audience
Newsroom personnel interviewed in this study generally described 6PR's
perceived target audience from a broad perspective. Staff members often suggested that
the station's listeners consisted of people in the middle age group of thirty years or
over, that t ::>R news is aimed at an older audience, or ''anything that affects
pensioners". More specifically, however, the ACNielsen Perth website identifies the
broadcaster's target audience as listeners in the 35-64 year age group, with the station's
core target audience ranging from 40-64 years.
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Newsroom Structure
The 6PR newsroom, like most other media organisations, is characterised by
chaos, particularly when a number of major stories are "making news" at any one time.
The newsroom, as the commonly used phrase suggests is "where it all happens". Staff
are constantly gathering, selecting, editing and reporting news for the station's news
bulletins, and ultimately its audience. The following table (figure 1.7) outlines the
newsroom structure that is operational within 6PR.
Figure 1.7

6PR (882) Newsroom Structure

News Director

Shift Editor

Sports Director

Editors

I

Newsreaders

Local Reporters

In reference to the diab"Tfam above, the newsroom structure within 6PR can be viewed as
fluid, with newsroom personnel working together as a team and taking on a number of
tasks at any one time. For instance, shift editors are required to edit and write news
stories as well as read the station's news bulletins. This is also the case for the news
director who stands in as a shift editor as well as newsreader. During the research
period at 6PR, it became apparent that the news director worked directly with the news
team and was i;Jvolved in every aspect of the newsroom operations. The station's sports
director who is responsible for the format and sound of 6PR sport, however, remained
separate from the rest of the news team. Local reporters liaise with the news director on
a daily basis regarding st{lfies and conferences that are considered to be top priority on
a particular day. Their role mainly consists of attending conferences, reporting on local
stories and providing the editors and shift editors with voice reports and t,>rabs for the
news bulletins.
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Scale of Newsroom Operations
6PR's newsroom is significantly smaller in than that of 720 ABC radio, and
consists of eleven journalists and newsreaders who cover local, national and
international stories. Currently, 6PR is owned by Southern Cross Broadcasting (SCB),
which owns and operates commercial radio and television stations throughout
Australia. These include:
Television Stations

Channel Nine Adelaide
Ten Capital (covering Canberra and southern New South Wales)
Ten Victoria
Southern Cross Television Tasmania
Radio Stations

2UE Sydney
3A W Melbourne

5AA Adelaide
Magic 693 Melbourne
4BC Brisbane

6PR Perth
96FM Perth
Sky Radio
On-line Services
Although 6PR consults its network of reporters on a regular basis for national
and international news 1:;ontent, the broadcaster also relies on the reciprocal agreements
with various news agencies for information (see figure 1.8). News agencies such as
Australian Associated Press (AAP) and Reuters are thus accessed frequently, as is the
on-line service provided by ABC On-line. An important part of the news selection
process in this instance involves the re-writing, condensing and sub-editing of on-line
material to suit the station's news style. These stories are then also localised for 6PR's
metropolitan listeners.
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Time constraints are an influential factor in any newsroom, and especially in the
case of radio news, which aims to provide a fast and efficient news service to its
audience. The ease of accessing these on-line news services listed in the table below
(figure 1.8) is thus regarded as imperative by 6PR's newsroom personnel.
Figure 1.8

On-line Services accessed by 6PR ~882)

News Agencies

Other On-line Services

AAP

ABC On-line

Reuters

BBC
CNN
Fox Sports

Overseas Correspondents
Although 6PR's news bulletins mainly contain local and national news,
overseas correspondents arc still considered a valuable source of infonnation by
newsroom personnel. They are regularly consulted for major international stories. At
the time of this research, the broadcaster had access to news infonnation from two
correspondents: Richard Arnold, based in the United States and Malcolm Stuart,
located in the United Kingdom. Often referred to as 'on-location reporters', overseas
correspondents were said to be crucial in providing 'colour reporting' or a sense of
location to 6PR's news bulletins.

National Reporter Network
6PR's national reporter network consists of a network of journalists who work
for metropolitan stations owned by Southern Cross Broadcasting (SCB). These are
referred to as the station's affiliates and include:

2UE Sydney
5AA Adelaide
JAW Melbourne
4BC Brisbane
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News infonnation is generally shared on a daily basis between these stations. Stories
originating from the national reporter network are 'played down' the station's line and
'grabs' or audio is then recorded with relative ease for 6PR's news bulletins. The
broadcaster's national reporter network is integral in the gathering of news stories that
are significant on a national level.

Local Reporter Network
Due to limited staff resources there are only two full-time local or 'on-the-road'
reporters employed by 6PR. These reporters cover conferences and local rounds
including police, court, politics and sports. In tenns of local issues and events which
occur in the Perth metropolitan area, these local reporters are considered an invaluable
source for local stories. However, it is also important to note that 6PR has a close
working relationship with Channel Seven, Perth, and regularly receives updates on
local news from the station's reporte; s.

Major Stories Covered
The

ob~.ervational

research at 6PR took place from Monday, 10 June 2002 to

Friday, 14 June 2002. As part of this observational study the major stories covered by
the station during the research period were analysed. Figure 1.9 (see page 32) provides
an overview of the three major stories broadcast by 6PR over the five days. These were
selected from the station's morning, midday and evening news bulletins.
Considering that 6PR news aims to provide its listeners with a range of local
stories in their bulletins, it is interesting to note that three of the nine major news items
from the table above had significance on a national and international level. These were:
the pacific solution (nalionaf and international politic,\), the Prime Minister's visit to
Washington (national and internalionaf politics) and the story of the Australian tourist
shPt in Bali (human inlerest stories).
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Figure 1.9

Mo"

Tuo

Wed

Th"

Fri

Week 1: Major Stories Covered by 6PR (882)
Major Stories Covered
Pacific solution
Howard in Washington
Queelo's birthda honours
Mickelberg case
Howard in Washington
Australian tourist shot in Bali
World Cup Soccer
Mickelberg case
Howard in Washin •ton
Mickelberg case
Howard in Washington
US military plane crash
Howard in Washington
Business tax reforms
Falconio case

Classification
2,3
2, 3
18
4

2,3

24
20
4
2, J
4

2.)
5
2, )
6, 8
4

LIN/I
Nil
Nil
L'N/1
LIN
N.l
Nil
I
LIN
Nil
LIN
N/1
I
Nil
L
N

Classification Key

1-ocN~at~;o-,-.~1-po~l~itJ~.,-,--·---~----co
International politics
Police and crime
Military and defense
Economy/finance
Business. commerce, and industry
Social relations
Sports
Human interest stories

3
4
5

6
8

18
2

24

L - Local
N = National
I = International

One news item, the annoum:ement of the Gallop government's business tax refonns
was classified as a local story, while the Mickelbcrg case (police and crime) was seen
as relevant to a local as well as national audience due to the re-emergence of the story
after twenty years. Two of the news items appeared to make headlines in 6PR 's news
bulletins over the five research days: the Prime Minister's visit to Washington and the
Mickclhcrg case. A more detailed analysis and examination of the major stories
covered by the station is provided in Chapter 6, Findings.
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CIIAI"I'ER 5
720 .\II(. 11.\IJIO

Introduction
The h1story and background nf the ABC

I"

marked hy

~,ignilicant

changes and

expansions in both ib commumcatmm and tcchnologJCa\ mfrastructun.:. Some of these
areas have been previously discussed by wntcrs such as Inglis ( 1983), Petersen ( 1993)
and

Mans~eld

( \997). The purp<1se of tlus chu!Jh:r howe\' CT. ts not to embark on a

detailed discussion of the ABC as a media organisation, but ratht!r to provide some
insight into the newsroom operations of 720 ABC radio, the Perth- based metropolitan

station.

Mission Statement
In a statement taken from the ABC's 2001 annual report, the broadcaster states
that: "as Australia's national and major cultural organisation, the ABC's mission is to
provide its audience with the best programs, perfonnances, proJucts and services it can
acquire and produce''. In order to fulfill this role, the ABC's mission statement further
lists a number of objectives that the broadcaster incorporates in its operations:
transmit independent, comprehensive
broadcasting services for all Australians.

and

innovative

national

infonn, entertain and contribute to a sense of national identity.
reflect Australia's regional and cultural diversity.
broadcast programs of an educational nature.
contribute towards the diversity of broadcasting services in Australia.
broadcast programs that provide a balance between wide appeal and
specialised programs, making use of and being receptive to Australian
creative resources.
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provide an independent service for the broadcasting of news and
information regarding local, hustralian and overseas events.
contribute to public debate concerning issues and matters of importance
to Australians.
encourage and promote thf musical, dramatic and other performing arts
in Australia.
transmit broadcasting programs outside Australia.
utilise new production and delivery technologies to respond to audience
needs.
(http://win.abc.net.au/co rporate_affairs/corporate_documents/reports_
submissions/arol/intro/ppl-apdf)
More specific to 720 ABC's mission is the statement made on its website:

··no ABC Perth will break news, initiate discussion and be leaders in
the analysis of issues r1;!levant to the local community, while
continuing to uphold the ABC standards of independence, accuracy,
balance and fairness" (http://www.abc.net.au/perthlabout.htm).
So, while the broadcaster has its own general mission statement, 720 ABC radio also
incorporates the core values and objectives of the ABC as a whole media institution.

News Bulletins
ABC news bulletins and in particular those of 720 ABC radio, work within a
broad editorial framework of one third international news, one third national and one
third local and state fl(;ws (Putnis et al, 2000, p.3). The news content of these bulletins
generally comprise r.ational and international political issues, however, other major
stories are also coveted. Further, during this observational study, 720 ABC's newsroom
personnel indicateC. that the strongest story is always at the top of news bulletins and
whether the item i3 considered of local, national or international interest, does not affect
the priority given to that story. It is also important to note that like 6PR, 720 ABC radio
dedicates a significant amount of time in its bulletins to the coverage of a wide range of
sports.
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Perceived Target Audience
In casual inteiViews with newsroom personnel, the common assumption among
staff members appeared to be that 720 ABC served ""an intellectual audience who pays
attention to detail". This statement can be seen as a reflection of the st.-,.tion's aim to
provide listeners with in-depth and accurate information on major areas such as arts,
science, religion, health, politics and law. According to other staff interviewed, 720
ABC's target audience is very broad and although ar1 ~ge group was not specified, the
audience or listener profile of the station was generally identified as being: "wellinfomted", "'well-educated" intellectual individuals, often consisting of students, and
those working in professional occupations. Taking this into consideration, 720 ABC
radio can be said to appeal to the slightly older listeners, as well as the yo•.lnger, tertiary
educated individuals.

Newsroom Structure
The 720 ABC radio newsroom is the centre of all news gathering operations as
this is where stories flow in, where crucial decisions about newsworthiness are made,
and more importantly, where news bulletins are sub-edited <~.nd edited for broadcasting.
The dia~;,rram below (figure 1.1 0, see page 37) provides a basic outline of the 720 ABC
newsroom structure. On closer examination, it is evident that a hierarchi.;al structure is
operational within this particular nc\vsroom. This is sho\Vtl in the station's clearly
defined roles and the concentration of power that flows from the top down. Generally,
the news director is responsible for the daily running of newsroom operations as well as
making any crucial news decisions. The executive producer or editor keeps track of all
the daily prospects or local stories that flow into the newsroom and may make decisions
on which local stories reporters are to cover. These stories are then assigned to the local
reporters who work in specialised areas including police rounds, political rounds, court
rounds and local sports (sec figure J.l 0).
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Figure 1.10

720 ABC Radio Newsroom Structure
News Director

Executive Producer I Editor

Senior Sub-Editor

,-1--,
Sub-Editors

Local Reporters

Court Rounds

Police Rounds

Political Rounds

The ABC is the only media organisation that employs

Sports Rounds

sub~editors

for the sole

purpose of checking all facts before news bulletins are broadcasted. The sub-editors'
job is to make sure that stories arc written strongly and clearly, that the facts are
'
accurate, that the grammar is correct and that the timing of the news bu1letin is checked.
The sub-editors liaise with the senior sub-editor at any stage of this process. Although
newsroom personnel at 720 ABC radio work in specialised areas, this is not to suggest
that staff members are not also multi-skilled, and may thus work in other areas if
required to do so. It is also important to emphasise that although the 720 ABC
newsroom is based on a hierarchical structure, its success like most other media
organisations, depends on the ability of newsroom personnel to work as a team.

Scale of f'jewsroom Operations
In attempting to detennine the scale of newsroom operations that exists within
710 ABC radio, the researcher examined the following aspects:

the on-line services used by the station.
the number and location of ABC's overseas correspondents.
the scope of their national reporter network.
the number oflocal reporters working for 720 ABC.
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On-line Services
During casual interviews with newsroom personnel, it emerged that 720 ABC
accessed a number of on-line services for the purpose of news selection. These predetennined sources of news listed in figure 1.11, were used on a reb'Uiar basis by the
station for obtaining national and international news infonnation. Note that newsroom
personnel also indicated that items taken from these on-line services were sub-edited
and re-written to suit 720 ABC's news bulletin style.
Figure 1.11

On-line Services accessed by 720 ABC Radio
News Agencies

Other On-line Services

AAP

BBC

Rc•tters

CNN
Fox Sports
McdiaNet

Overseas Correspondents
The ABC as a news organisation is generally known for its in-depth coverage
on international issues and in particular, on politics of the world. The ABC has
approximately sixteen overseas correspondents situated around the globe at any one
time. These correspondents are located in ten different countries and are an invaluable
source of infonnation as they pwvide 720 ABC with international news as it is
'happening', and this is especially the case with major stories occurring in the United
States, Europe and Asia.

The ABC has two international desks, one for radio and one for television and
correspondents are expected to work for both media. These desks serve as a base for
filtering stories through to the various ABC media outlets. Overseas correspondents
remain in constant contact with the international desks via computer (electronic mail)
or by phone. The gathering of stories or information from these overseas
correspondents is generally done in the morning due to the overseas time difference.
Correspondents also work with local producers for the news, in particular in London
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and Washington. The following table (figure 1.12) shows the location and number of
ABC overseas correspondents.
Figure 1.12

ABC's Overseas Correspondent Network

Country

City/Region

Unites States
United Kingdom
U.S.S.R
Belgium
South Africa
Israel
India
Indonesia
Thailand
Japan
Total

Washinf,>1on; New York
London
Moscow
Brussels
Johannesburg
Jerusalem
New Dehli
Jakarta

B:~~ok
o

To

No. of Correspondents
4
2
2
I
2
I
I
I
I
I
16

National Reporter Network
As well as relying on

on~line

seJVices and overseas correspondents for news,

720 ABC radio also has its own contacts or national reporter network that operates
across Australia. This network of reporters consist of journalists working for other ABC
metropolitan radio stations which are based in eight major cities or regions including:
Sydney, Newcastle, Canberra, Brisbane, Adelaide, Melbourne, Hobart and Darwin.
Information coming in from these various is constantly relayed via the ABC computer
network and may then be picked up by 720 ABC Perth. It is important to note that these
stories are often locally based and are thus re-written for a national audience with less
local detail.

Local Reporter Network
Although 720 ABC covers a wide range of national and international issues, the
station's newsroom personnel also pointed out that people living in the Perth
metropolitan area want to know, as one staff member stated, ''what is going in their
own backyard". The ABC strongly believes that an accurate account of 'what
happened' is only possible if their local reporters are on the scene, talking to the people
involved and "getting the story straight from the source". From this perspective, local
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reporters working for 720 ABC are a highly valued source of news as they provide the
station with local content for their news bulletins. At the time of this observational
study there were approximately six local reporters working for 720 ABC in the areas of
politics, law and enforcement and sport. These have been listed in further detail below

(see figure 1.13).
Figure 1.13

720 ABC Local Reporter Network

Round

No. ofReporters

Court
Political
Police
Police Royal Comm.
Local sports
Total

I

2
I
I
I
6

Major Stories Covered
The re!.:.::archer's observations of the 720 ABC newsroom took place from
Monday, 17 June 2002 to Friday, 21 June 2002. Part of this observation involved an
examination of the major stories covered by the broadcaster during the specified
research period. The following table (figure 1.14) provides an overview of the three
major stories covered each day by 720 ABC, over five consecutive days.
Figure 1.14

Mo"

Tuo

Wed

Thu

Fri

Week 2: Major stories covered by 720 ABC

Ma·or Stories Covered
Afghan refugee situation
International criminal court
Israeli security fence
Migration zone bill
Disab1lity pension/
Phannaceutical scheme
Lova Jirga
First strike policy
Fossett
Mickelberg case
International Criminal Court
Middle East conflict
Mickelberg case
Middle East conflict
Police Royal Commission
Stem cell research

Classification
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2, 3
2, 3
3
2
2

3
2,3
24
4
2,3
3
4
3
4
17

LIN/I
N/1
N/1
I
Nil

N
I

Nil
LIN/I
LIN
Nil
I

LIN
I
L

Nn
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Classification Key
Nationa1• politics
International politics
Police and crime
Science and technology
Human interest stories

2
3
4
17
24

L - Local
N = National
l = International

Six of the twelve major stories covered during this week were events considered
to be of significance on a national and international level. Some issues appeared to have
more coverage during this period over others. On closer examination of these news
items it became evident that five of these six news items fit into the categories of
national <:nd international politics. These included, the decision on whether or not

Australia should ratify the international criminal court, the Afghan refugee situation in
Australia, the introduction of a migration zone bill and the first

strih~

policy in the war

against terrorism. During the same week two stories that originated from a local level
received a police and crime classification. These items were the Mickelberg case and
the introduction of new legislation for the Police Royal Commission. The Middle East
conflict (an intemaiional as well as political news item) made headlines on 720 ABC
near the end of the week. A more detailed analysis of the major stories covered by the
station is given in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER6
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Research and Analysis
Chapter 2 highlighted the fact that qualitative studies on news selection have
mostly been conducted overseas, however, little research into this subject area has been

carried out in Australia. Chapters 4 and 5 attempted to provide some insight into the
radio newsroom operations of both 6PR and 720 ABC. These chapters incorporated a
dist.;ussion of the major stories covered by each broadcaster during the observational

study.

The aim of this research project was two fold, firstly it sought to djscover which

news sources (on-line services, overseas correspondents, network and local reporters)
were available or accessed by 6PR and 720 ABC, and secondly it explored the
influence that these news sources had selecting stories for the stations morning, midday
and evening news bulletins. This chapter includes a discussion and analysis of the
findings from this research.

Comparison of News Sources
The following tables (figure 1.15 and figure 1.16, see page 42) list the major
stories that were broadcast by 6PR and 720 ABC over two consecutive weeks. The
sources from which these new items originated are also identified. The researcher was
able to gather this information by obtaining printed copies of 6PR's and 720 ABC's
moming, midday and evening news bulletins. Journalists are often faced with time
constraints thus is important to note here that human error may have affected the
accuracy of these news sources outlined in the following tables.
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Major Stories & their News Sources: 6PR (882)

Figure 1.15

Source(s)

News Item

Classification

Mickelberg case

local reporters, Channel 7,
programs

5

Business tax reforms

local reporter

5

Pacific solution

net, network, JAW

1, 2,4

Falconio case

2UE, JAW, wires, net

1, 2,4

Australian tourist shot in Bali

2UE, wires

I, 2,4

Queen's birthday honours

JAW

4

Howard in Washington

AAP, 2AW, 2UE, wires,
US correspondent

1, 2, 3, 4

US military plane crash

JAW

4

World Cup soccer

Fox snorts, CNN, AP

1, 2

Figure 1.16

Major Stories & their News Sources: 720 ABC Radio

News Item

Source(s)

Classificatio

Mickelberg case

local reporter

5

Fossett

local reporter

5

Police Royal Commission

local reporter

5

Disability pension/
pharmaceutical benefits scheme

Canberra

4

Migration zone bill

Canberra

4

International criminal court

Canberra

4

First strike policy

Canberra

4

Afghann refugee situation

Canberra, Sydney

4

Israel security fence

Sydney, Israel
correspondent

4, J

Middle East conflict

BBC, Sydney, Middle
East correspondent

I, 4, 3

Loya Jirga

Sydney, New Delhi
correspondent, BBC

I, 4, J

World Cuo soccer

Fox snorts, CNN, wires

1, 2
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Classification Kev
On-line services
1
News agencies
2
Overseas correspondents
3
National reporter network 4
Local renorter network
5

Findings
These findings underline the similarities and differences that exist between 6PR
and 720 ABC with regard to the pre-determined news sources accessed for story
information These results clearly indicate that there is a heavy reliance on some news
sources over others. It appears that 6PR' s national reporter network is the most
frequently used source of news, particularly in terms of news stories which are relevant
on a national level. This includes items such as the Pacific solution, the Falconio case
and the Ptime Minister's visit to Washington. Local and state news stories like the
Mickelberg case and the Gallop government's business tax reforms typically originate
from the broadcaster's local reporter network as well as their close relationship with
Channel Seven reporters. It is also evident that news and current affairs content from
6PR's programs is another source of information for the station's news bulletins,
especially with breaking news such as the Mickelberg case. In addition to this, it was
found that a number of different sources were available to 6PR for gathering
information on news items. For instance, the Prime Minister's visit to Washington was
sourced from 6PR's on-line services such as AAP, as well as their national reporter
network (3AW. Melbourne and 2UE, Sydney) and their overseas correspondent
situated in the United States.

In the examination of news sources frequented by 720 ABC, the results indicate
that there is a substantial reliance on the station's national reporter network (see figure
1.16). It is clearly evident that information for Australian political stories such as the
federal government's decision to ratify the international criminal court and the
migration zone bill mainly originate from ABC's national reporter network which
operates within Canberra's parliament house. International news items such as the
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building of a security fence in Israel, the Middle East conflict and the re-shuffling of
Afghanistan's Loya Jirga (or Grand Assembly) appear to be sourced from the national
reporter network in Sydney, the on-line services of BBC and ABC's overseas
correspondents located in Israel, the Middle East and India. Further, the findings in this
observational study show that news stories which are relevant on a local or regional
level such as the Mickelberg

ca~·\

Police Royal Commission and Steve Fossett's

ba1loon launch are accessed from 720 ABC's local reporter network.

Overall, these results clearly indicate that both broadcasters depend on their
national reporter network for a majority of their national news content and in the case
of720 ABC, their international internet network. The reason for this in 6PR's case may
be due to the strong relationship with other stations owned by Southern Cross
Broadcasting such as 2UE in Sydney and 3AW in Melbourne. 720 ABC on the other
hand also has strong ties with other ABC metropolitan stations located across Australia
The ease of sharing this infonnation through the stations phone lines (6PR) and
computer network (720 ABC) can thus be said to have some influr;-nce in detennining
news selection. However, what the findings also point to is the fact that news stories
broadcast by 6PR and 720 ABC are largely detennined by the availability of
infonnation coming from these pre-detennined news sources. All the same, it can be
argued that 720 ABC has a more extensive correspondent network both nationally and
internationally, and thus relies less on news agency material than 6PR

News Content Analysis
Chapter 3 outlined a modified version of Shoemaker's classification table for
news content analysis (see figure 1.6). This was then employed in this study for the
analysis and classification of major stories broadcast by 6PR and 720 ABC, during the
research period. The incorporation of this table was important in the examination of
news items which appeared in the morning, midday and evening news bulletins. This
type of approach or framework was necessary, not only for the accurate presentation of
the main findings, but also to determine the kinds of stories that were broadcast by 6PR
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and 720 ABC. The tables below (figure 1.17 and figure 1.18) provide a comparison of
the major stories covered by each station.

Figure 1.17

Mon

I
Tuo

Wod

Thu

Fri

Week 1: Comparison of Major Stories Covered
6PR

Code

720 ABC

Pacific solution
Howard in Washington
Q~een's birthday honours
Mickelberg case
Howflrd in Washington
Australian tourist shot in Bali
Mickelberg case
World Cup soccer
Howard in Washin •ton
Mickelberg case
Howard in Washington
US Military Plane Crash
Howard in Washington
Business tax reforms
Falconio case

2, 3
2,3

Perth to Mandurah railway
Pacific solution
Migration zone bill
Mickelberg case
N-bomb arrest/U.S.
Air traffic strike
Mickelberg case
Howard in Washiflb'ion
Bungle Bungle search
Mickelberg case
Pacific solution
Navv/Gurr inouirv
Pacific solution
Loya Jirga
Business tax reforms

18

4
2, 3
24
4
20
2, 3
4
2, 3
5

2,3
6, 8
4

Code
9

2, 3
2
4
4
8

4
~3

24
4

2, 3
5

2, 3
3
8

Classification Key
National politics
International politics
Police and crime
Military and defense
Economy/finance
Business, commerce, and industry
Transportation
Health, welfare and social services
Social relations
Sports
Human interest stories
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3

4
5
6
8
9

I0
18

20
24
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Figure 1.18

Week 2: Comparison of Major Stories Covered
720 ABC

Moo

T"'

Wed

Th"
Fri

6PR

Code

Afghan refugee situation
International criminal court
Israel security fence

2

Migration zone bill
Disability support pension I
pharm. benefits scheme
Lava Jima
First strike policy
Fossett launch
Mickelberg case
International criminal court
Middle East conflict
Mickelber ' case
Middle East conflict
Police Royal Commission
World Cup soccer

2

2,3
J

10
J

2, 3
24
4
2, 3
J
4

J

4
20

Disability pension I
pharm. benefits scheme
Credit card reforms
International criminal court
Disability pension I
pharm. benefits scheme
Tobacco case
Police Roval Commission
Mickclberg case
Fossett launch
First strike policy
Mickelberg case
Migration zone bill
International criminal court
Bank fees
World Cup soccer
International criminal court

Code

10
6

2,3
10
8
4
4

24
2, J
4

2
2, 3
8

20
2, J

Classification Key
National politics
International politics
Police and crime
Military and defense
Economy/finance
Business, commerce, and industry
Transportation
Health, welfare and social services
Social relations
Sports
Human interest stories

2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
18
20
24

In some instances it was difficult for the researche; to select the three major
stories which were "making news" on a particular day, therefore the major news items
were selected using these following criteria:
- the priority given to a news story in the morning, midday and evening
news bulletins.
- whether the story appeared in the first third, middle third, or last third
of the news bulletin.
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• whether the news item was covered in more than one of the three
news bulletins (morning, midday and evening).
Note that AFL broadcasts on Friday at 720 ABC resulted in the examination of the
evening news bulletin for this station at five o'clock on two of the research days, June
14 and June 21,2002.

The classification of news items followed Shoemaker's appwach (figure 1.6) as
well as Grundy's (1980a) view that the selection of news items is often affected by
factors such as where the story happened, as well as what happened (p.l 04 ). Generally,
news stories were considered to be one or a combination of the following:
local (relating to the metropolitan area in which the stations
broadcast from, in the instance, Perth).
state or regional (stories of relevance to people living in Western
Australia).
international (infonnation sourced from other countries).

Findings
On close examination of the results outlined in figures 1.17 and 1.18, it becomes
apparent that there is a differing opinion in what 6PR and 720 ABC consider to be
'news'. This is not only evident in the priority stories are given, but also in the amount
of coverage devoted to a particular news item over others.

Considering 6PR newsroom personnel portray the station as being at the
forefront of local issues, a surprising finding in this study is that contrary to this belief,
the station's news bulletins actually tend to cover more events of national rather than
local significance. This is evidcm in the selection of news items such as the Prime
Minister's visit to Washington (national and international politics), the federal
government's Pacific solution situation (national and international politic.1·) and the
Falconio case (police and crime) (figure 1.17). In particular, it is interesting to note that
although 720 ABC's news bulletins have an emphasis on politics, more attention was
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paid to the Prime Minister's visit to Washington on 6PR where the story made
headlines on five of the research days. The reasons for this is possibly due to a number
of circumstances including the fact that 6PR has strong established contacts within the
government; that the station relies heavily on their national reporter network for
political stories and; the fact that the station has a correspondent based in the United
States. In addition to this, the Prime Minister is often a guest on 2UE's talkback
programs and this may indicate the availability of Australia's foremost political voices
to 6PR. However, it also ties the station's news reporting closer to the political issues.
Further, this finding also supports Galtung and Ruge's (1965) identification of news
values which outlined that references to elite people (the Prime Minister) and
references to elite nations (the Unites States) as two of the characteristics which
determine news selection. Overall, these results show that 6PR's coverage of local
news was less than initially thought. This could be due to the fact that a city of Perth's
size has a limited ability to produce a wide variety of local news content or it could
merely be an indication of the limited resources in terms of the number and availability
of local reporters working for 6PR.

During the same week, the breaking news of the Mickelberg case made
headlines on three of the five days at 6PR and 720 ABC. The results in figure 1.17
clearly indicate that a significant amount of coverage was given to this police and crime
story by both stations. This finding can be justified in terms of its importance on a local
as well as a national level and the unexpected nature of this event which was brought to
the media's attention, promising to unravel a high profile crime case twenty years later.
This characteristic of 'unexpectedness' is also outlined by Galtung and Ruge, who in
their analysis of news values emphasised that the more unexpected the event is, the
more likely it is to become news. This certainly proved to be the case in this instance. It
is also interesting to note that both 6PR and 720 ABC pay much attention to crime
stories such as the Mickelberg case, Falconio case and the Police Royal Commission in
their news bulletins (see figure 1.18). In fact, at the time of this research, 720 ABC had
a local reporter who was assigned solely for the purpose of reporting on the Police
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Royal Commission. This clearly emphasises the broadcaster's watchdog role in the
reporting of news which is in the public interest.

When comparing the news items broadcast by both stations over the two
research weeks, results show that 720 ABC devotes a substantial amount of its news
coverage to national and international politics. This is no surprise considering that the
broadcaster's emphasis is on political issues and events that are making news on a
national as well as an international level. In fact, six of the twelve (or halt) of the news
stories covered in the second research week (see figure 1.18) fell into the categories of
national and international politics. These were, the Afghan refugee situation,

international criminal court, Israel security fence, migration zone bill, first strike policy
and the Middle East conflict. This extensiw coverage of political stories could be due
to the fact
reporter 11

Jt

greater resources are avai\a; :.: I' TJ.O ABC in tenns of its national

--k as well as its overseas correspm''--"-''L network.

According to Masterton's (1992a) description of news values (see figure 1.1),
human interest stories are generally about the interests people have in other people. The

attempt by American balloonist Steve Fossett, to circumnavigate the globe in sixteen
days, received a notable amount of coverage on 720 ABC and 6PR in the second
research week (sec figure 1.18). This human intere.,·t story was classified as being
relevant on a local level due to the balloon's launch from Northam (a small town
located north-east of Perth), a national levd, as updates of Fossett's travels across the
Australian continent were given, as well as an mtemational level (when the balloon
crossed other parts of the world). Although it was only considered a major news item
on Wednesday (the official launch of the balloon from Northam), this story appeared in
both stations news bulletins throughout the week (sec appendix B and E). The reason
for the attention paid to Fossett's balloon launch (a soft news story) by the broadcasters
is simply because they provide a balance betv;een the hard news stories such as the
Mickclberg case and Middle East conflict which appear in the stations news bulletins.
This is apparent from the placement of this human interest news story in the middle
third of the bulletins. However, this being the only human interest story making news
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shows, as Galtung and Ruge established, that the news is often dedicated to elite people
from elite nations.

The World Cup soccer finals, an international sporting event, received a
significant amount of coverage on 6PR as well as 720 ABC. Particular attention was
paid to this event on Friday due to Brazil's victory over England and both stations
appeared to give this item top priority in their evening bulletins (see figure 1.18),
(appendix C and E). In facl, a survey conducted by Media Monitors Australia revealed
that the World Cup soccer was one of the

most~mentioned

news items in both the print

and broadcast media during the week of 17 June to 23 June (The Australian, 2002, p.2).
It is important to note that updates and results of this event were given by 6PR and 720
ABC throughout the week (appendix C and E). The reason for such extensive coverage
of this sporting event may be due to the fact that both 5tations have a time slot set aside
for sports news in their bulletins.

Discussion
Shoemaker ( 1996) in 'Hardwired .for news' argued that deviance or potential
threats in the environment, whether real or perceived, are possible detenninants (or
factors) for how news is selected by journalists. It is evident from these findings that it
is not necessarily the stories themselves but the kinds of stories broadcast, that
influence news selection for 6PR's and 720 ABC's bulletins. In particular, stories that
were classified in the categories of national and international politics as well as police
and crime appeared to be covered more frequently by the broadcasters. Although news
items such as the Middle East conflict and the government's expression of support for
the United States first strike policy can be considered deviant in tcnns of their
consequences {the real potential for war), this concept outlined by Shoemaker appears
to be of greater influence in the selection of local police and crime news stories at 6PR
and 720 ABC.
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Further, these results highlight the argument outlined by Grundy (1980a), that
judgments about what is considered to he 'news' by the two local broadcasters, largely
depends on the significance of what happened as well as where it happened. Indeed,
some of Masterton's (1992a) six international criteria for news selection such as
consequence (first strike policy), human interest (Fossett), conflict (Middle East) and
proximity (Mickelberg case) appear to be operational within 6PR's and 720 ABC's
news bulletins. But these news values do not in anyway appear to point to a common
approach or process that is applied by both stations in news selection. Although some
similarities in relation to the kinds of news stories covered do exist, the findings from
this study show that both 6PR and 720 ABC have a differing view in terms of what they
considerer to be 'news'. And this consequently tends to affect the amount of coverage
and the priority given to certain news items over others.
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CONCLUSION
Earlier in this thesis it was emphasised that the debate about what is
news is ongoing. This observational study examined the question of what is
news in terms of the type of news stories broadcast by 6PR and 720 ABC over
two consecutive weeks and also explored the notion that preMdetennined news
sources indeed had a significant influence on news selection.

Galtung and Ruge's ( 1965) study took the concept of news selection to
another level by suggesting that events whic}i

:!pp~ared

generally be classified into a number of categories.

in the mass media could

Tumt~!!

{! 971) pointed out

that news values merely provided a general guideline for journalists in deciding

what is newsworthy and what is not. Contrary to this belief, Masterton ( 1992a)
discovered that news values indeed had a worldwide application across the
journalism profession.

Results from this study suggest that news values such as proximity,
consequence and human interest appear to be operational within news
bulletins at 6PR and 720 ABC. However, what was not part of thi-s research
and thus cannot be detennined is whether these news values consciously
shape the kinds of decisions made by journalists during the news selection
process.

What this study does show is that research into the process of news selection
with reference to the broadcast media, and in particular radio, needs further exploration
in Australia. And, given the fact that ',his study was conducted on a small scale, further
research into this subject area is required However, this is not to suggest that
observations made by the researcher are any less valid. The findings and results
produced from this research serve the purpose of providing some contribution to
previous studies in the journalism field and may ultimately open up the avenue for
future research into this area.
Conclusion
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APPENDIX A

SHOEMAKER'S CLASSIFICATIONS FOR NEWS
CONTENT ANALYSIS
Theoretical and operational definitions for content analysis variables.
Variable
Item number

l\frdiunJ

name

Date
Weekday

Theoretical definition
The news item's case
identification number.

The name of the
medium the news item
appeared in.

Day the mws item
aoPeard.
Weekday the news
item appeared.

0 cralional definition
0-9,999 (USA)
10,000-19,999 (Australia)
20,000- 29,999 (Chile)
30,000- 39,999 {China)
40,000-49,999 (India)
50,000-59,999 Qordan)
60,000- 69,999 (Russia)
70,000- 79,999 (South Africa)
80,000- 89,999 (Germ<my)
90,000- 99,999 irsrael
I. D. numbers will be assigned by Syracuse University.
(1) Berliner Zeitung
(2) SFB Abcmls.::hau
(3) Berliner Rundfunk 91.4
(4) Allgemeine Zeilung Maim:
~~~ ~WR Rheinhmd·Pfa.lz Aktucll
RPR 1
Day/Month/Year
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
{6)

I {!')
Topic#1
Topic#2
Topic #3

Topic/s discussed in
the news item {select
up to three topics).

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
l'rid~r

Saturday
Sunday

Note: Lis led here are only th~ major i:alegon"es. Plea~ .see
content analysis codebook for detailed subcodes:
(1)

Intern~]

politics.

(2) International politics.

Variable

Theoretical definition

(3) Military and dclerue.
(4} Internal order.
(5) Ewnomy.
(6) Labor relatioru and trade unions.
(7) Business, commerce, and industry.
(8) Transportation.
(9) Health, welfare, and social services.
(10) PopUlation.
(11) Education.
(12) Communication.
(13) Housing.
(14) Environment.
(15) Energy.
(16) Science/technology.
(17) Social relatioru;.
(18) Disasters/accidents/epidemics.
(19) Sports.
{20) Cultural events.
(21) Fushionfbeauty.
(22} Ceremonies.
(23) Human interest stories.
{24) Weather.
(25) Entertainment.
26)0ther.
0 erational definition
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tl-L

Teaser
Nature

\Vhether the item is a
st~ry or teaser.
Nature of the news
item.

(1) Story.

I (2)_ Teaser.
Hard news.
Soft news.
Editorials.
Reviews.
Columns.
~~) Letters to the editor.
:9j_Otl1er,~ifv.
Newspaper news items otlly:
Square centimeters dO>voted to a news item's text.

I
Hem size #1
(TEXJ)

Item size #2
(VISUALS)

Item largtlt

I<=

placement
(NP)

ru;;;;-·.
placement
(1V&RJ

Proximity

Scope

Amount of coverage
for textual elements of
newspaper news item.
Amount of coverage
for visual elements of
newspaper news item.
The television or radio
news item's amount of
coverage.
The newspaper news
item's placement
witl1in a medium.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Newsrapcr news items only:
Square cenlim~ters devoted to a news item's visuals.

Television and radio news items only:
Seconds devoted to a news item.

Newspaper news items OtJly:

(3) Front page -item starts on the first page.
(2) Section front -item starts on the first page of any
section but the first.
(1) Any other ~ition.
----The
-telev~~lOn
or raillo "J"eJcur.<wn Ullll Ta!IW "~W> ilCm" CIJI/y.
news item's placement TI1e news item starts in the.
(3) first third of the news program.
within a medium
(2) middle third of tl1e news program.
i (1) last third of the news pror;r~m.
The news item o"curred in the/a.
TI1e geographical
dist;;mce between tl1e
(1) same community that the medium is in.
ev,.nt.s or characters
(2) region surro1mding the community the medium is in.
described in tl1e news
(3) country Ll1~ medium is in.
item and the location
(4) country ot!1er tlmn L11at tl1e medium is in.
of the media outlet
(9) Not available.
\hat published the
new~ item.
The news item is treated ..
The geogr~phic
treatment of the news
(1) 011 a local /cud.
(2) on a regional lwei.
item.
(3) on a national lwei.
{4) on an intemalioMIIevel.

I
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Variable

Stalistie<li
d<'l'iancc

Social clwnge
deviance

Nonntltiv~

dcviat\CC

l11eoretical definition
Ho1v unusual or uncommon
an event is- com-pared to
how often the ~vent would
normally occur.

0 erational definition

This is ..
(1) common infonnation that can be found all the time.
(2} somewhat unusual informa!:ion which can be found
from lin1e to time.
(3) unusual information that can rarely be found.
(4) information extremely unusual and totally
unexocded.
The infornmtion provided represents.
(1) !IU 1/ir~al to the status quo.
(2) a miuimnl threat to tlu~ sbtus quo.
i~{ a moderate threat to tl1e status quo.
4 a maiorthreattothe status ouo.
The information provided represents .
(1) no violation of any norms or Jaws.
(2} a rmuimal violation of one or more norms or Jaws.
~;;~moderate violatim1 of one or more norms or Jaws.
4 a ma "or violation of one or more norms or Jaws.

A news item's potential to
threaten or d1ange the status
quo in a city, region, country,
or the international system.

\

The degree to which a news
item breaks a city's, region's,
country's, or international
norms or laws.

I

News valmce

The va.JQnce of the
information provided whether it is good or bad
news - from the perspective
of the common person.

The infonnation provided contains.
(1) mostly negative news valc11ce.
(2) 1\tutra/ Dr ambivulmt news valence.
(3) mostly r~sitive news vulence.

Political
sigrJifica,ce

The extent to which the con·
tent of an item ha:;. potential
or actual impact on the
rel~tionship betv.:..-en people
a.nd government or between
governments, induding the
judicial, legislative, and
executive subsvstem5.
The extent to which the content of the news item has pG\ential or actual impact on
the exchange of goods and
services, including the
monetary system, business,
L1riffs, labor, transportation,
job markets, resources, and
infrastructure.
1l1e extent to which the
content of a news item has
potential or actual impact on
.t social system's traditions,
institutions, and nonns, such
JS reli ion, ethnicitv, arts.
The enlnncements or threats
a new item represents for U1e
public's well-being.

The information provided is.
(1) not at all politically significant.
(2) of mi11imal political significance.
(3) n(mw/erale politiralsir,nifiranr"
(4) of ma;or political significance.

Ecor1omic

significance

Cultural
siguifie<mct

Public
Si1JIIific>~nce
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The mformation provided is.
(1) not at aU economically significant.
{2) </minimal economic significance.
(3) of modaate economic significance.
(4) of major economic significance.

The

infon~~<~tion

provided is .

(1) not at aU culh1raUy significant.

(2) of r11inimal cultural si!,'llificance.
(3) of mod~rate cultural significance.
(4) of major cultural significJnce.
The information provided is.
(1) not at ali significant to the public's well-being.
(2) of mini111al significance to the public'~ well-being.
(3) of modernt~ significance to the public's well-being.
I (4) of mn"or significance to the public's well-beinl!.
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APPENDIXB
TAPE RECORDED NEWS BULLETINS
6PR (882)

Week 1: Monday, 10 June 2002 to Friday, 14 ,h.n:<::. 2002
Day

Date

Mon

Jun 10

Item
8'00 am
Pooifio
i
I Peooenocav ioo.

Snort
Cennh
loco«
•oton" ing
'AFL
Tmffio
Ad b'<ak

1:48
1:23
•:39
0:29
.,,6
,,03
:36
:10
1:08
1:09
lk

,,

..
14

~

):50
27

:12
•:30
1,01

"'(total]
ffio
:Ad b"ak

s,oo pm

bOO

''""

A,ian gang•

~~~I link

021
0:36

' Sport (total]
. AFL
I Wodd Cuo Soo.

T,.m,

Ad b'<nk
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1:00
0:15
0:11
1:00
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Day
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Date
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Duration
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APPENDIXC

TAPE RECORDED NEWS BULLETINS
6PR (882)

Week 2: Monday, 17 June 2002 to Friday, 21 June 2002

I

""'

Moo

Date

Item

Bulll·tin

Duration
_imin/s~

Jun 17

8:00am

East Timor fla '
Dis. pen./p~ann sch.
CC reforms
Medical indcm. ins.
Finance
fulort (tota_!}
Tennis
AFL

5:00 om

-

0:35
0:28

0:45
0:10
0:23
0:12

Traffic

0:48

Weather

1:00
0:16

!1.:. criminal court
Stem cell research
WA census results
CC refonns
Teleoort laser
Elvis son'
Finnnce
Snort {total)

0:22
0:44
0:26
0:37
0:46
0:12
0:12

Golf

0:12

Traffic
I CAd brenk)

0:14
1:00

Weather

0:19

Dis. ocn./oharm sch.
Police officer case
Catholic Church
Swim coach controversy
Finance
Sport ftotal)
World Cup Soc.

0:35
0:41

Golf
Traffic

i (Ad break)

Appendix C

0:35

Golf
U_Ad break

12:00 m

0:28
0:43

1:01

0:34
0:53
0:14

0:58
0:23
0:35
0:16
1:00

66

D•y

Date

Bulletin

Item
Weather

Tu<

Jun 18

8:00am

Dis. pen/phann sch.
GST fraud case
Tobacco case
Finance
Sport (total)
AFL

World Curo Soc.
Tennis
Cricket
Traffic
Ad break)
Weather

12:00 pm

Tobacco case

-

-

Police Royal Comm.
Dis. pens/phann sch.

-·

,_

·-

--~-

-- .

--

Finance

0:14--

Sport (total)

0:32
0:32
0:13
1:00
0:19

I (Ad break'-~
Weather
Middle East contlict
Navy/Gurr inqui!)'
Unauth. ace. Case
Vir •in Blue/Perth
Fossett
Finance
S ort (totalj__
AFL
World Cu Soc.
Traffic
Ad break)_
Weather
Jun 19

8:00am

First strike olic
Mi •ration zone bill
Fossett
Buss. rofit levels
Finance
S ort totan

World Cu Soc.
Cricket
Traffic

! (Ad break
Appendix C

0:36
0:41
0:36
0:16

0:31
0:34

Traffic

W<d

0:37
0:37
0:38
0:26
1:30
0:55
0:16
0:13
0:06
0:50
1:00
0:26

Plane crash/California
RitKin case
Aus. troops/ Afghan.
Egg donor

AFL

5:00pm

Duration
(min/sec)
0:33

Q·]8

0:48
0:34
0:51
0:21
0:27
0:14
0:32
0:25
0:07
0:12
1:00
0:25
0:38
0:48
0:39
0:30
0:26
0:48

0:24
0:24
0:53
1:00

67

Day

Date

Item

Bulletin

12:00_pm

Weather

0:23

Micke\berg case
Fossett
Water W!\Siers
Smith Famfut!school
Salv. Armv oav claim

0:45
0:47
0:36
0:36
0:42

Finan"e

0:13

Sp_!~rt~oia_!L

0:42
0:30
0:12
0:13
1:00

Cricket
AFL
Traffic

I fAd brea.kl
Weather
5:00 om

Mickelber • case
Mi •ratioonc bill
First strike QOlicy
Aus. detainee returns
Fossett

Jun 20

8:00am

i-

f-··
f----· .

-- · -

-··-

0:25
0:14

12:00 pm

1:00

Weather

0:22

lr..t. criminal court
First strike volicv
Dor../Fall OfThc Fort
Billy Joel/subs. abuse

0:24
0:44
0:44

0:4\
0;26
0:47
0:33
0:14

Weather

0:5~1:00
0:19

Mickelber.a; case
Mi •ration zone bill

0:43

Whit~ House evacuation
Billabong bush track
Finance
Sport total)

AFL
World Cup Soc.
Soccer Australia
Traffic
I (Ad break)
Weather

AppendixC

0:21

(Ad break)

I !Ad break)

-

0:36

0:45

Cricket
AFL
Traffic

Cricket
AFL
Trallic

·--

0:47

Sport ~tal)

Financt'
Snort total

f - - - - - - ---

0:19

0:22
0:37
0:14
0:46

Finance

Thu

Duration
_Lmio/se_!.l_

0:29
0:58
0:40
0:16

0:14
0:32
0:32

0:18
1:00
0:34

0:33

68

D•y

Date

Item

Bulletin

Duration

_Lmin/sec)

--·

5:00 m

GirVskv light ace.
'MickeiLe:"J•: case
Dt;1e dis. ~kction
Urmium mines

0:29

0:43
0:58
0:40
0:16
0:14
0:32
0:32
fl.: IS
1:00
0:34

Fossett

Finance
S ort totall··
AFL

Traffic
Ad break)

Weather
Fri

Jun 21

8:00am

Bank fees
Build. indem insurance
Anti-canC. camoai •ns
Fossett
Finance
Snort (total
AFL

I lAd brenk

Weather

0:24

Bank tees
Int. criminal court
Fami\v fued/Col!ie
Student fli •hts
Charitv yacht race
Finance
Snort total
AFL
Golf
Traffic

0:39
0:33

I (Ad

break)
Weather

5:00 nm

World Cup Soc.
Bank fees
Govt./youth clubs
Optus/Foxtel merger
US/executions
Finance
Sport total)
AFL
Traffic
I (Ad break
Weather

Appendix C

--

(1:27

0:49
0:34
0:15
0:53
1:00

World Cuo Soc.
Traffic

12:00 om

0:43
0:33
·-·
0:47
0:38

0:32
0:17
0:19

0:14
0:45
0:30
0:15
0:14
1:00
0:22

0:55
0:27
0:30
0:29
0:40

0:15
0:36
0:36

0:14
1:00
0:23
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APPENDIXD

TAPE RECORDED NEWS BULLETINS
720 ABC Radio

Week 1: Monday, tO .June 2002 to Friday, 14 June 2002
Dny

Date

Bulletin

Mon

Jun 10

7:45am

Item

-

Mandurah Rail link
Pepper_ spray inc.
Pacific solution

Migration zone bill

1:04

Queea's Honours
Howard/Wash_
Arafat cab. re-shuffie
Middle East conflict
Loya Jir_ga

I 13
0:50
0:49
0:13
0:55

Centrelink plan

0:47

Bun •led invasion
Sport total)

0:15
1:37

World Cup Soc.

1:08
0:24
0:32

Hockey

Golf

Weather
Pacific solution
Youth immi '· inq.
BHP steel strike

Appendix D

0:06
0:05

0:05
0:03
0:14
0:37

0:49
0:35

State Governors
Whale rescue
Pat. toothfish case
Sport total)
Weather

0:52
0:54
0:30
O:JJ
025 _ _
1:04
0:59

Mickclber' case
Mandurah rail link
Migration zone bill

0:49
0:53

Mandurah rail link

6:00pm

0:49

0:56
1:17

Catholic Church

Tennis
AFL
Grand Prix
Superbikes
Ttiathlon

12:00 pm

Duration
(miu/sec)
1:31

1:31

70

Day

Bulletin

Date

Item

~u.rati~c~
mmfsec

Pacific solution
Zimb. bus crash
UN World Summit
Youth immitdina.
Middle East
Pat. toothfish case

Tom Domican case
Fum. co. insolv. case
Snort (total

AFL
World Cuo Soc.
Weather
Toe

Jun II

7:45am

f--

I

.

Mickelberg case
N-bomb arrest/US
Howard!Wassh.
Mi ration zone bill
Air traffic strike
Maroney death
Air ban lifted/India
Middle East conflict
Bush fires/US Col.
Mafia boss death
Bus crash/Zimbabwe
Soort ttotal\
WAFL
World Cuo Soc.

0:58

0:19
0:13

0:58
0:57

0:48
0:42
0:\8

0:36
0:25
0:11

0:29
2:14
2:06
0:58

1:04
0:58
0.50
0:54
0:46
0:26
0:\6
0:45

''"·-

Tennis

0:33
0:33
0:15

AFL

0:27

Cricke'.
Athletics

Cvc!in •

0:06
0:03
0·04

Weather

0:22

Mickclbcr' case

0:57
0:48

-

12:00 om

---

----

+--

_------1
Appendix D

Theanooolous iailed
Pacific solution

---05\. _ _

N-bomb arrest/US

0:45
0:23
0:41
0:17
0:45
0:51

Anti-terrorism bill
Air tratnc strike
Traffic accident
Lo:.:ra Jirga
South Africa!HIV
Dis. oenloharm. sch.
Soort (totall
AI'L
World Cuo Soc.
Cricket
Tennis
Utile River Bnnd
Weather

--

0:52 - 1:07
0:26
0:17
0:19
0:05
0:38
--0:33

··-

71

Doy

Date

Item

Bulletin
6:00pm

Mickelberg case

1:40

Interest rate rise

0:50

Air space ban/India
Nurses pay dispute
Falconio case
Loya Jirga
Perth break-in
Whal~ rescue
House fire
Sport (total
World Cup Soc.
Cricket
AFL
Wea~her

W<d

Jun 12

7:45am

12:00 pm

6:00pm

Appendix D

Duration
(min/sec)

1:01

0:54
0:18

1:01
0:55
0:34

0:24
1:08

0:22
0:29
0:17
0:49

1:32

Property levy
Kimberlies search
Missin).!; teen
Falconio case
Alcoa breaches
Mickelberg case
Air traffic strike
Howard/Wash.
N-bomb arrest/US
Middle East conflict
Loya Jir •a
Beattie weddinu
Sport (total
World Cup Soc.
Tennis

0:15

Golf

0:05

AFL
Swim coach controversy
Grl"usich honoured
Weather

0:31

Mickelberg case
Alcoa breaches
Howard/Wash.
N-bomb arrest/US
Middle East conflict
Kimberlies search
Build. Royal Corum.
Murdoch/Euro dispute
Rabbit Proof Fence
Sport (total
Rugby Union
Cricket
Weather

1:35
0:52
0:46
1:02
0:24
0:44
OA4
0:59
0:38

Mickelberg case
Health diag. machine

1:58
0:36

0:47

0:31
1:10
1:20
1:22
0:54
0:49
0:39
0:57
0:13

0:43
1:48
0:47

0:18

0:32
0:22

0:35
0:26
0:09

1:01

72

Day

Date

Item

Bulletin

~u.rati~~
mm/s~

Catholic Church
Ho\lingworth/W A

0:40

Dog attack/OLD
Food short/Nth Kor.

0:15
0:19
0:57
0:33
0:44
0:36
0:36

Medical indem. ins.
Medibank Private
Interest rate rise

Mob. oh. Coverage
N-bomb arrest/US

Snort total)
World Cuo Soc.
Cricket

Weather
Thu

.Jun 13

7:45am

0/ni •ht storms/Perth

0:40

I :44
1:22
0:38

0:51
0:27
0:55
0:30
0:26

Arafat/sie •e
China floods
Snort total

0:18

World Cup Soc.
Tennis
Golf

0:40
0:32
0:12
0:06

Hockey
Weather

0:06
0:15

Buss. tax reforms

0:48
0:47
0:<-'!5
0:49

Cricket

BHP Billiton cont.
Navy/Gurr inquiry
US miL plane crdsh
Mickclber' case
Brown controversy
Falconio case
Rums;eld/Afi•han.
US "our./Zimbabwe
Murder trial/S dne
BRL Hard /China
Sport total
Swim coach cont.
AFL
World Cup Soc

Appendix D

0;22
0:13
0:26
0:41
0:48
0:38
1:06

Rumsfeld/M•han.

12:00 om

0:35

Howard/Wash.
N-bomb arrest!US
Brit. miL/war terror
Hollingworth/WA
Mickelberg case
Pacific solution
Navv/Gurr inquiry
Oil/gas orice cap
Air traffic strike
CC reformd
US mil. plane Crash

r--

0:51

0:30

1:36

0:51!.__
0:42
0:48
0:45
0:50
0:17
0:44
0:56
0:13
0:14
0:13

73

Day

Date

Item

Bulletin

Tennis

NBA
Weather
6:00pm

Lavvyer vs magistrate
Mickelber ' case
Pacific solution
Children overboard
Winton auth. award
Bank defraud/Perth
Rumsfeld/ Afi•han.
War crimes tribunal
Finance
Japanese economy

Fri

Jun 14

7:45am

12:00 pm

Appendix D

Duration
(min/sec)
0:08
0:08
0;29

1:14
0:50
1:01
0:43
0:53
0:25
0:38
0:54
0:21
0:36

Sport (total)
World Cup Soc.
AFL
Weather

1:17

Howard/Wash.
Harvey Beef
Buss. tax reforms
Western Power
Inter•. ~! baby
Aid agency fraud
Pacific solution
Afi han ref crisis
Immigration summit
Loya Jir •a
China floods
ScienceJsolar system
US sub arrives/ WA
ADSIC iaquiry
Sport (total)
Golf
World Cup Soc.
Tennis
AFL
Hockey
Cricket
Weather

2:13
0:45
0:58
0:42
0:36
0:34
0:58

Buss. tax rcfonns
Navy/Gurr inqu_i_ry
HMAS Sydney_
Migration zone bill
BHP Stcc\ strike
WAFL urn ire ass.
Loya Jir •a
Brit intcll./S~ II
Asylum inc./Korea.
Catholic Church/US

0:30
0:47
0:40

0:52
0:53
0:52
0:24
0:24
0:48
0:34

1:44
0:32
0:23
0:\3

0:11
0:06
0:08
0:51
1:32
0:50
0:48
0:25
0:46
0:26
0:43
0:51
0:42
0:46
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Day

Date

Bulletin

Hem

Duration

fmin/set)

Knife threat/Perth
Sport (total

Golf
World Cup Soc.
Tennis
NRL
AFL
Weather
5:00pm
AFL (@ 6pm)

Middle East conflict
Perth stonn

DNA samples/prison
Buss. tax reforms
Evans & Tate mcrp;.
Dummy auction bids
Medical indem ins.
I-IMAS Westralia
HMAS Sydney
Catholic Church/US

0:02

0:29
0:53
0:30
0:55
0:58
0:25
0:43
0:39
0:52
0:37
0:50

Sport (total

1:03

World Cup Soc.
Cricke1
Rugby Union
Tennis

0:13
0:16
0:26
0:08
0:27

Weather

Appendix D

0:22
0:30
0:15
0:05
0:06
0:02
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APPENDIXE

TAPE RECORDED NEWS BULLETINS
720 ABC Radio

Week 2: Monday, 17 June 2002 to Friday, 21 June 2002
Dny
Mon

Date
Jun 17

Bulletin
7:45am

Item
Howard!Wash.
Ruddocklasylum seek.
Afghan refugees
Fed. parl. preview
Asian gangs
Health changes
Medical indem ins.
SIDS •reccine

Teleport laser
Israel security fence
French election
Youth employment
New conductl'ud •es
Sport total
World Cup Soc.

Tennis/Wimbeldon
AFL
Motor Racing
Track & Field
Golf
Weather
12:00 pm

WA Census
Democrats budget

Afl•han refu •ees
Int. criminal court
Magistrate appeal
Israeli fence
Timorj!lstice

State of cmerg./Peru
CC reforms

Gorton senate
Sport_{!otal)
Golf
Tennis/Wimbeldon
World Cu Soc.

Appendix E

Duration
(min/see)
I :\3
1:0\
0:28

1:04
1:37
0:50
0:42
0:49
0:52

--

0:51
0:53
0:51
0:26

1:05
0:36

0:23
0:\9
0:06
0:06
0:15
0:26
1:30
0:49
0:42
0:52

0:50
0:50
0:34
0:30
0:42
0:56
1:04
0:24
0:08
0:14
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I
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I
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~-

I
I

'

! ---I --

1-

!
I'

II

Thu

I

l

!'

I' .
j

l

1--- .lun 20

7:45am

Middle East conflict

!
j
I

lT

--I

rI

-~!sti~~".'~sti!£1_i_2_n_ .....
Workers entitlements

I

~~-T;C~jtilkCIQr_)J

I

___ -

FnsscH

--- --- -- ------

-c

'

u.s spa~c sh!JI~lc

0.52
0.55
0 29
---------0.47
0·]4

-------

.... _____ __!27~. ----

~P_t_l_rt_ {~1!_1_~1)__ _

Cricket

o·JS

AFt.
~o_r!d__ (~~p_-~oc__

0'21

--------· ·- - - - - o· 18

- ---- •_!_!q_c~~y
0:15

Weather

::j

~:OO -pn~

·-M·i-Ckclbcrg-cas~

·---- -----

---- - ----- --~ES~hP_ii~~{!~~---~___ _____ _R:ison d_\';!B case
lnt criminal court __
-------···----

Middle East conflict
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,____
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---~

21--

o.-:i-,3-_ __

0.45
I .30
-------·
0:41
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I

Day

Date

Item

Bulletin

Red Cross/blood don.
s-;;(,ri (totan
World Cun So.
HockCv
AFL
Weather
6:00-~-m

Mickelbem case
Mi •ration zone bill
T an10a nrotocol

·----

-

--

----·

-

~-~--

-

f.----

---

---·····-·--

_ _f_rj____ __l_un 21

7:45 aw

--

--

··--

-·

~----

----·--

-·-.

--------·

---------··

-·-·------

···---

···-----·-

------

------·- ·--...

12:00 om

·-

f---
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0:21

0:25
1:26

0:31
0:3':'

0:54

HIH Roval Comm
Power cut/Perth

0:45
0:28
0:12

H. I fire

0:44

Taxi damage/court
NcwCSIRO
Justice 81ake killin-;-

0:38
0:42

0:35

WA Turf Club disn~tc
~ s-~Ort

0:38
1:15

World Cun Soccer
AFL

0:44
0:22

Finance

0:19

Weather

0:26

Middle East conflict
Bank fees
0/seas linance news
Disabilitv funds
Univcrsitv fees
Stem eel! research Cha:1cc oort. ina.

2:04

1: 15
0:51
1:25
0:51
1:17

0:51

Building indcm ins.
Police Roval Comm

0:50

WA TurfClubdiso.
lite •al immiu./Biair
Global warminR
Snort total
World Cuo Soc.
AFL
Golf
Tennis
Weather

0:36

P~TV/ACCC

Public sector an •cr
ATO offer/investors
Police Roval Comm.
Buildin ' indem. ins.
Paed. teacher case
Lawver arrest/Perth
US/executions

-

mm/set
0:40
1:19
0:45
0:13

Nll~/Gurr innuirv-

--~_!lotographer appeal

.

?nu.rati:~

o·Jo
0:51
0:38
1:25
0:34
0:26
0:14

0:11
0:25

0:47
1:05
0:51
0:44
0:50
0:30
0:50
1:01
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5:00pm
AFL (QJ, 6pm

r--

Appendix E

Ageing pop. research
Holden Monaro/US
First GM crop app.
Sport (total)
AFL
Golf
World Cup Soc.
Tennis
Weather

0:50
0:19
0:24
0:54
0:19
0:12
0:13
0:11
0:17

World Cup Soc.
Lab. state conference
Middle East conflict
Stem cell research
Tasmanian election
PNG election results
Asteroid/earth
Bellevue fire case
Maternity leave
Sport (total)
AFL
NBL
Ru ~by Union
Swimmin•
World Cup Soc.
Weather

1:24
1:01
0:58
0:58
0:44
0:25
0:45
0:59
0:43
1:03
0:28
0:14
0:11
0:04
0:06
0:14
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APPENDIXF
DISTRIBUTION OF ABC SERVICES IN WA
Distribution and frequencies of ABC radio services in WA

ABC Radio
P,R CWH 1017

Western
Au stro I io

RN Hl7.7

WYNDHAM

'"~,~·'"ER~8Y

ARGYLE
fiR 105.!1

Rti 107.5

' ' O<>S

roo

m

RN 107.$

~

~~
Rr.l 107_-

FITZROY

HALLS
CREEK

CRQSSING
RR 10&.1
RN 107.7

RR 106.1
RN 107.7

RR 5f'H SOl

PM-FHEDLANO

-~ ~-

liN 107.9

DAMPIER

ARRATHA
11

6K

2

N 100.9

MARBLE BAR

ROEBOURNE

RR 10S.!l
RN 107.5

RN 107.'>

~,{'~lff'W£NlCA
liN 107.7

k~-b~~~~E

PARABURDOO 11 "
RR OPU 567
RN 107.7

107

-~

NEWMAN
RR CMN 567
RN 93.7

MEEKAT!-IARRA
,... 106.3

FIN 107.9

~

W~os.•
Rtl 107.7

RR 1015.1
RN 107.7

KALBARRI
LAVERTON

LEONORA

RR

RR 105.7
RN 107.}

106.1

"" 107_7

'"'

'i~N~~~1s
fiN

1~7.7

r£Et3AF.
{~RJW
KAMBAl DA
RN 959

>Oy:o"es~o~ol.c.c.o~'oLoc___z
0oLoc___'c'o
RR 6ED 837
R>l 106..3
''·' le;.;_;•

~

Kllomet~es

ABC Radio Transmitters
John HewiiL
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